High resolution detection of uncoated metaphase chromosomes by means of field emission scanning electron microscopy.
HeLa metaphase chromosomes were examined by means of "in lens" field emission scanning electron microscopy, which permits high resolution detection of uncoated biological samples. By using uncoated chromosomes as a model for comparison we report evidence of how traditional scanning electron microscopy techniques such as metal coating and conductive methods can generate errors in chromosome structure evaluation, since both give rise to morphological artifacts. By comparing the morphology of uncoated chromosomes obtained by two different isolation procedures, such as that utilized in standard cytogenetics and the polyamine method, we have drawn the following conclusions: (a) the standard cytogenetic method gives rise to a chromosome structure consisting of a flattened network of 10 nm fibers, in which higher order chromatin organization is absent. (b) Chromosomes obtained by the polyamine method show both three-dimensional profile and higher level folding of chromatin fibers, supporting the loop chromosome organization previously suggested by scanning electron microscopy observation of hexylene glycol isolated chromosomes.